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Staff Report to Council 
Fire & Rescue Services 

 
FILE:  01-0620-03/22 

 
REPORT DATE: November 01, 2022 MEETING DATE:   November 29, 2022 

TO: 

FROM: 

Mayor and Council 

Mike Larsson, Director of Fire Services 

SUBJECT: 2023 Business Plan  - Fire and Rescue Services 

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REVIEW/APPROVAL:   
 
 

RECOMMENDATION(S): 

THAT Council: 

A. Receive for information the Fire and Rescue Services 2023 Draft Business Plan and 
Staff Report as presented at the November 29, 2022 meeting of Council; OR 

B. Other. 

 

PURPOSE 

To present the 2023 Draft Business Plan for Pitt Meadows Fire and Rescue Services. 

☒ Information Report           ☐ Decision Report     ☐ Direction Report  

DISCUSSION 

DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW 

The Fire and Rescue Service provides incident response under the direction of the Fire Chief and 
acts as a first point of contact with citizens and visitors for many public safety concerns. The 
department operates under a composite model with a contingent of eight career and thirty-three 
paid-on-call firefighters.  In 2022, the Emergency Program reporting structure was shifted to fall 
within the scope of the Director of Fire Services.  It is anticipated that the department will move 
into its new fire hall facility in the first quarter of 2023. 
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Operating Budget:  $2,963,500 

 

Capital Budget: $211,400 

 

% Share of overall City Budget:  

 

 Staff Complement 

 

 

Fire and Rescue Services 10.5%

Remaining City Budget 89.5%

Director of Fire 
Services

Deputy Chief

Training Officer
(time durated)

Paid-on-Call 
Firefighters (x33)

Deputy Chief

Career Firefighters 
(x8)

Manager of 
Emergency Program

Emergency 
Program 

Volunteers (25)

Administrative 
Assistant 
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Deferred Projects 

As a result of priorities that emerged throughout the year, the following 2022 business plan 
initiatives were deferred: 

 COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF APPLICABLE FIRE BYLAWS. Due to other emerging 

priorities in 2022, this review will be undertaken in 2023. 

 

 TRANSITION FROM FR TO EMR.  The department was approved to transition to EMR 

following the Fire Service Review in 2020 however, changes to legislation within EMA 

Licensing and to the First Responder (“FR”) and EMR programs are rolling out in 2023. 

The transition to a higher level of care will then be made when these changes are 

finalized. 

 

2022 Achievements (Top 3) 

 TRANSITIONED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TO FALL WITHIN THE FIRE 

RESCUE SERVICES DEPARTMENT. With the anticipated opening of the new Fire Hall 

Emergency Operations Centre, it made logical sense to have these departments working 

under the same departmental umbrella. This aligns with the operational response 

nature of emergency management and with the strengths of the Fire Chief in this field. 

Further, most neighbouring fire departments have structured their emergency programs 

to fall within the portfolio of the fire department. 

 

 CREATED COMPREHENSIVE DIGITAL RECORD KEEPING SYSTEM TO REPLACE PAPER 

TRAINING RECORDS. The department successfully transitioned to digital personnel 

record keeping in order to minimize the volume of paper files required to be stored at 

the department and at City archives.  As the archives become increasingly limited in 

space, alternative storage solutions have become more critical. 

 

 SUCCESSFULLY TRANSITIONED TO DIGITAL TRUCK CHECK DATABASE WITHIN FDM TO 

REPLACE PAPER CHECKLISTS. Digital record keeping of daily truck checks is an effective 

and streamlined method of retaining critical files in the event that they are required to 

be produced at any time.  The sheer volume of paperwork generated by these daily 

activities has required the department to implement paperless solutions wherever 

possible. 
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Key Initiatives 2023  

Strategic Priority Initiative 

Transportation and 
Infrastructure 
Initiatives - 
Infrastructure 

MOVE DEPARTMENT INTO NEW FIRE HALL FACILITY. The new fire hall 
facility is anticipated to be completed in Q1 of 2023 and, as such, the 
department will facilitate moving personnel, equipment and furniture to 
operationalize the department in its new location. 

Community Spirit 
and Wellbeing – 
Health and Safety 

CALL RESPONSE.  Low turnout to calls represents a significant liability risk 
with respect to meeting the stipulated NFPA guidelines which detail the 
optimal manpower response to structure fires. 

Community Spirit 
and Wellbeing – 
Health and Safety 

POC APPARATUS TRAINING.  Amongst POC ranks, there are currently 
only three members that can drive all apparatus, excluding members on 
leave of absence. This has resulted in Chief Officers being required to 
drive apparatus to calls on occasion.  It has therefore become critical to 
put additional focus on driver training, however, this requires substantial 
time outside of work hours to accomplish. The addition of a temporary 
training officer has assisted with mitigating this concern. 

Community Spirit 
and Wellbeing – 
Health and Safety 

POC FIREFIGHTER SENIORITY. Due to continued high turnover of POC’s, 
the average POC seniority and accompanying experience has decreased 
dramatically in recent years to an average of 1.95 years. As a result, 
insufficient apparatus response has occurred due to lack of qualified 
drivers which needs to be urgently addressed.  
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PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET 

 
 

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET 

 

DECISION PACKAGE(S) 

A. Decision Package: Eight (8) Career Firefighters and One (1) Training Officer 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

☒ Inform ☐ Consult ☐ Involve ☐ Collaborate  ☐ Empower  

      

KATZIE FIRST NATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Referral        ☐ Yes     ☒ No 

 

SIGN-OFFS 

Written by:  
 

Reviewed by:  

Mike Larsson, 
Director, Fire Services 

Mark Roberts  
Chief Administrative Officer 

 

 
ATTACHMENT(S):  

A. Decision Package: Eight (8) Career Firefighters and One (1) Training Officer 

B. Fire Service Model Background Discussion Paper 
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ATTACHMENT A  

Decision Package: Eight (8) Career Firefighters and one (1) Training Officer 

Role Description 
 

Eight (8) Permanent Full-Time I.A.F.F. Firefighters  
(2 lieutenants + 6 firefighters) –and– 
One (1) Permanent Full-Time I.A.F.F. Training Officer 

Department/Division Fire & Rescue Services 

Submitted by Mike Larsson, Director of Fire Services 

Estimated Capital Cost One time: $36,000 Ongoing: $0 

Estimated Operating Cost One time: $0                    Ongoing: $1,062,000  

Recommendation 
THAT Council: 

A. Authorize: 

1. The hiring of eight (8) career firefighters and one (1) training officer in Q1 2023 

funded by taxation; AND 

2. The reduction of the POC attendance budget by $150,000 in 2023; OR 

B. Authorize: 

1. The hiring of four (4) career firefighters and one (1) training officer in Q1 2023 

funded from taxation; AND 

2. The hiring of an additional four (4) career firefighters in Q1 2024 funded from 

taxation; AND 

3. The reduction of the POC attendance budget by $150,000 in 2023; AND 

4. The creation of a temporary one-year backfill budget of $255,500 in 2023 funded 

from taxation; AND 

5. The creation of one-time funding of $307,100 in 2023 funded from the Operating 

Reserve; OR 

C. Other. 

Executive Summary 

This staffing request seeks the addition of four (8) full-time career firefighter positions plus one 
(1) full-time career training officer position to facilitate the transition to 24-hour staffed 
coverage.  This would represent the hiring of two (2) lieutenants, six (6) firefighters and one (1) 
training officer. 

The significant increase in paid-on-call firefighter turnover has resulted in a concerning decline in 
seniority and experience amongst the POC contingent.  Circumstances frequently arise where 
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there is inadequate emergency response staffing and no qualified apparatus operators.  This 
raises potential operational, safety and liability concerns.  The addition of eight full-time 
firefighters will allow for a driver and officer to be available 24-hours per day, 7-days per week.  

Further, with respect to the requested training officer position, the continued high turnover of 
POC members has required the department to run three recruit classes annually, with potentially 
four forecasted for 2023. It should be noted that, even with the addition of eight career 
firefighters as requested in this decision package, the annual number of POC recruit classes would 
not decrease as a result.  POC turnover will remain high due to increased hiring by neighbouring 
departments.  

Current members’ weekly training, first responder certification and re-certification, driver 
training, officer training and Provincial evaluations have collectively put excessive time demands 
on our chief officers and many of our senior POC firefighters. The number of hours spent strictly 
on training have long since surpassed the hours of a full-time position.  PMFRS will require a 
position that is able to train evenings and weekends. This can be achieved with a career I.A.F.F. 
member working on a 56-day work cycle or by an exempt Chief Officer. 

Background/Discussion 

To alleviate shortfalls in our current suppression model, maintain service levels and ensure fire 
fighter safety, it is strongly recommended to have a suppression firefighter resource request to 
guarantee a three (3) person, 24/7 model in a short time frame. This will require the addition of 
eight (8) firefighters. These additions will need to occur minimally in groups of four (4) to be 
effective, as hiring less than the proposed allotments will not allow PMFRS to meet the 
guaranteed 24/7 response model that is needed. An incremental approach would not facilitate 
the shift to a 24/7 model without substantial cost involved in backfilling the third position. A two-
person career crew would not be able to respond to any call types except medical calls without 
waiting for POC response which would then delay a timely response, therefore not offering a 
substantial improvement over the current situation. 

With respect to the request for one (1) training officer position, training largely takes place after 
regular hours due to POC’s daytime job commitments. Therefore, the training officer must work 
an average of two to three nights and/or weekends in addition to their regular shift. Further, 
recent changes to the B.C. Structure Firefighter Minimum Training Standards (or simply the 
“Training Standards”) stipulated by the BC Office of the Fire Commissioner will mean that it will 
take even longer to train recruits before they can begin responding to calls.   

Due to the increased number of recruit classes as discussed above, the number of training hours 
has increased substantially in the past two years.  While career firefighters could assume some 
of the training duties in the evenings with a move to 24/7 coverage, the unpredictable nature of 
the fire service would preclude them from assuming full responsibility for conducting recruit 
training sessions as they would be required to leave at any time if a call were to come in.   With 
the increased POC recruit numbers, the need is very high to obtain and retain skilled instructors 
in multiple disciplines.  A designated training officer would therefore be solely in charge of all 
recruit training, driver training, first responder training and lesson plan development. 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/emergency-preparedness-response-recovery/embc/fire-safety/training/minimum_training_standards_structural_ff_manual.pdf
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The department hired a temporary Training Officer in March 2022 and it has had a very positive 
effect on recruit training and has taken significant workload off chief officers. In addition to 18 
recruits having been trained to date, more driving sessions have been occurring, training records 
have been streamlined and JPR skill set sheets have been created.  This temporary position is set 
to expire in January 2023. 

Financial Implications of Option #1 

 

The two lieutenants and one training officer would start at the I.A.F.F. lieutenant rate, and the 
six firefighters would start at the second-year firefighter rate, as per past employees.  The six 
firefighters receive an annual incremental seniority-based increase of 10% until their 4th year, 
and all receive collective agreement percentage increases annually.  The comprehensive I.A.F.F. 
union benefit package, which they receive, is valued at approximately 30% of each employee’s 
wage annually. 

Backfill would not be required with this option as there would be four firefighters available for 
all shifts, guaranteeing a minimum of three firefighters to respond at all times.   

Further, this option would: 

 save $307,100 of reserve funding that would be required with Option #2. 

 increase the cost per single-family household by $47.37 over option 2 for the first year; 

 avoid firefighter burnout; 

 provide for an additional savings of approximately $150,000 as career crews would 
respond alone to many of the calls currently paged out to POC crews from 6pm to 6am.  
This savings is reflected above but not in the initial cost consideration presented on the 
first page of this attachment. 

Option #2 

The second option for Council’s consideration is to hire four (4) career firefighters in 2023 plus 
one (1) training officer and an additional four (4) career firefighters in 2024.  Postponement of 
hiring four (4) firefighters to January 1, 2024 would delay half of the tax increase by one year and 
would utilize $307,100 of reserve funding.  

However, it would also necessitate the approval of an additional backfill budget of $255,500 to 
backfill the equivalent of 2 FTE utilizing off-duty career firefighters and qualified POC’s. This 
would allow there to be (3) three firefighters working at night which would be safer for all call 
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types (including medical calls) and would allow for a quicker response. With only two (2) 
firefighters working, they would have to wait for POCs to respond for all calls except MESA; this 
would add 5-7 minutes to the response. Using backfill would be a short term solution as it 
requires firefighters to work more hours throughout the year and can therefore contribute to 
burnout. 

365 (days) x 14 (hours per night) x 50 (average $ per hour) = $255,500 

Option 2 would: 

 exacerbate the burnout amongst career firefighters as they would not be getting full 
days off rest between shifts as they would be backfilling these additional shifts;  

 be a short-term solution; 

 save $47.37 per household for year one, but would offer no additional savings in year 2 
or beyond. 

Financial Implications of Option #2 

 

Alternative Solutions 

An incremental approach, for example, to hire two (2) career firefighters per year for each of the 
years 2023, 2024, 2025 and 2026 would indeed spread the per-household cost out over four 
years but, selecting this option would fail to address quickly enough the most crucial issues the 
department is facing. These issues include 6pm to 6am POC only response, with a lack of qualified 
apparatus drivers, lack of leadership and a lack of experience.  

By adding two career firefighters per year, the department would still not be able to expedite the 
transition to 24/7 career coverage. From an operational perspective, this would be an ineffective 
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solution to a serious problem and not practical for the response model immediately needed in 
Pitt Meadows.   

Summary of Resource Requests 

Option 1:  Eight  (8) firefighters and one (1) Training Officer hired in 2023; four (4) firefighters 
and one (1) prevention officer hired in 2027. 

Shift Current Model Council Term 2022-2026 Council Term 2026-2030 

 Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

Flex 

B
ackfill 

Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

Flex 

B
ackfill 

Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

Flex 

B
ackfill 

Day 
A Shift 

3 1 0     1 

 

1 

 

 

Day  
B Shift 

3 1 0       

Night 
C Shift 

   3 1  1 

 

1 

 

 

Night  
D Shift 

   3 1     

Training One Deputy Chief plus 
one temporary training 
officer 

Request for one (1) 
Training Officer 

 

Prevention One Deputy Chief  Request for one (1) 
Prevention Officer 

 
Definitions: 
 
Flex:  Flex firefighters are firefighters that are designated to a shift and their roles are to be 
covering absences due to vacation and statutory holidays. 
 
Backfill:  Backfill utilizes off-duty career firefighters and qualified POC’s to fill absences in shifts. 
Backfill is a temporary solution to maintain three firefighters at night; backfill will promote 
burnout amongst career firefighters as they will not have adequate time off between shifts. 
There is no guarantee that these shifts would even be filled due to scheduling constraints and 
availability of qualified POC’s.   
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Option 2: Four (4) firefighters + 1 Training Officer hired in 2023 and four (4) firefighters hired in 
2024; four (4) firefighters and one (1) prevention officer hired in 2027. 
 

Shift Current Model Council Term 

2022-2026 

Council Term 

2026-2030 

 Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

Flex 

B
ackfill 

 Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

 Flex 

  B
ackfill 

 Su
p

p
ressio

n
 

Flex 

B
ackfill 

 2023 2024 2023 2024 2023 2024  

Day 
A Shift 

3 1 0       1 

 

1 

 

 

Day  
B Shift 

3 1 0          

Night 
C Shift 

   2 2   1   1 

B.  

1 

 

 

Night  
D Shift 

   2  2   1     

Training One Deputy Chief 
plus one 
temporary training 
officer 

Request for one (1) Training Officer in 2023  

Prevention One Deputy Chief  Request for one (1) 
Prevention Officer 
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ATTACHMENT B     

Fire Service Model Background Discussion Paper 

Fire Model Structure 

Pitt Meadows Fire and Rescue Services (PMFRS) delivers emergency service to our community 

utilizing volunteers or Paid-on-Call (POC) members to provide the majority of the workload. This 

system has worked well for many years but with the continuous growth of the city and changing 

demographics, use of POC model for primary response has become unmanageable.  The model 

needs to shift to I.A.F.F. career as primary response supplemented by POC support. 

PMFRS is experiencing some serious deficiencies in its current model and we have exhausted all 

mitigating measures available. Pitt Meadows requires significant resources to be added to the 

Fire Department to maintain current service levels, meet NFPA guidelines and for the safety of 

its responders and our community. The introduction of six (6) career firefighters (total of 8) over 

the last four years has alleviated some challenges during daytime hours, however we are now 

seeing the same concerns in the evening hours. 

We are proposing the transition from our current model to one that has a 24/7 coverage with 

four (4) career firefighters per shift. This report includes data that will support this proposal. With 

the proper balance of Career and POC firefighters it will allow a composite model to be 

maintained in Pitt Meadows for the foreseeable future. 

Department 

As shown below, the department is currently composed of one (1) Fire Chief, two (2) Deputy 

Chiefs, one (1) (fixed-term contract) Training Officer, one (1) Emergency Program Manager, one 

(1) administrative assistant, eight (8) career firefighters, and thirty-three (33) paid-on-call 

firefighters. Emergency Social Services (“ESS”) volunteers also work under the direction of the 

Manager of the Emergency Program when required. 

 

Director of Fire 
Services

Deputy Chief

Training Officer 
(time durated)

Paid-on-Call 
Firefighters (x33)

Deputy Chief

Career 
Firefighters (x8)

Manager of 
Emergency 

Program

Emergency 
Program 

Volunteers

Administrative 
Assistant 
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Community Growth 

Summary of Issue: 

Investment in the fire department simply has not kept up to the rate of community growth in Pitt 

Meadows and it is now difficult to maintain adequate response and service levels including 

required inspections.   

Table 1 below outlines the City’s growth over the past fifteen years. 

 
Table 1 - City Growth 

Year Building Name Size 

2007 The Fairways 2 x 4 floor condo buildings / 268 units total 

2007 The Keystone  4 floor condo / 85 residential + 10 commercial units 

2008 Origin Apartments 4 floor condo / 70 units 

2009-
2013 

South Bonson  
Residential Community 

Various 

2010 Osprey Village Commercial 7 buildings with mixed residential + commercial  

2010 Golden Eagle Blueberry 
Processing Plant 

137,865 sq ft. 

2010 Meadows Gate Towers 2 x 10 floor apartment towers with commercial units 

2011-
Present 

Golden Ears Business Park 
Phases I and II  
(and future Phases 3 & 4) 

Phase 1: 644,647 sq ft. / Phase 2: 1,194,288 sq ft. 

2011 South Bonson  
Community Centre 

7,922 sq ft. community centre 

2012 The Wesbrooke  4 floor seniors’ supported living building 

2013-
2014 

Cedar Downs 5 buildings / 274 units total 

2015 Liv 42  4 floor condo / 42 residential + 2 commercial units 

2019 The Orion 4 floor condo / 82 residential + 6 commercial units 

2020 Nature's Walk 
Townhouses  

220 unit townhouse complex 

2020-
2021 

Bonson Townhouses  95 unit townhouse complex 

2021 Golden Ears Business Park 
Phases III 

3 buildings   

2021 Maersk Intermodal  1 warehouse 

2022 Golden Ears Business Park 
Phase IV 

1 building 

2022 Car Dealerships 2 new car dealerships  

2022 YPK Airport Expansion New hangars / new terminal building / future 
commercial buildings under development 
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Inspection Program 

Summary of Issue: 

The number of required annual inspections has exceeded the department’s capacity. We have 

attempted to alleviate some of this pressure by utilizing career firefighters however, we have 

moved well beyond what can be accomplished by one Inspector.  

Table 2 documents the annual inspection volume for the past 15 years (2021 is not included as 

inspections were ceased for much of the year due to the pandemic) and it is evident that the rate 

of inspection growth has become unsustainable for PMFRS to accomplish. Even with the 

assistance of career firefighters during the day, inspecting less complex occupancies, it is still 

becoming increasingly difficult to complete the required inspections annually. There will be 

approximately 900 inspections in 2023. 

 

Table 2 

Career day crews conduct approximately 250 company inspections annually. This number is 

expected to increase to approximately 350 with a 24/7 response model.  
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Call Volume 

Summary of Issue: 

The volume of calls for service has steadily increased over the last ten years, reaching an all-time 

high of 773 calls in 2021, versus 472 in 2011, an increase of about 63%.  As of October 20, 2022, 

the call volume for 2022 is at 617 calls and 46%, or 285 calls, have been medical calls. Table 3 

details the number of calls per year from 2018 to 2022, distributed by call type.  Table 4 provides 

a further breakdown of the distribution of medical calls by incident hour for 2021 and 2022. 

Call Type 2022 to date 2021 2020 2019 2018  

ALARMS 117 158 112 115 112  
ASSIST 29 52 45 34 26  
BURNING COMPLAINT 13 27 33 21 24  
FIRE - NON-STRUCTURE/OTHER 37 49 42 46 41  
FIRE - STRUCTURE 13 25 27 27 27  
HAZMAT/SPILL 12 19 25 23 19  
MEDICAL/MESA 285 298 196 242 160  
MVA 87 107 106 115 150  
OTHER 15 22 13 22 13  
WIRES DOWN 9 17 23 12 22  

Grand Total 617 774 622 657 594  
Table 3 

 
Table 4 

The majority of call types listed in Table 3 can safely be responded to by a career crew without 

the need to page out additional POCs. Structure Fires, Alarms (non-sprinklered) and rescue 

MVAs are the call types that require POC attendance. 
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Medical calls have increased including overdoses and ambulance delays. This is not unique to 

Pitt Meadows. 

POC Turnover 

Summary of Issue: 

There has been a continued alarming trend of extremely high POC turnover in the past three 

years, resulting in lack of experience and skills, inability to properly respond to incidents, a lack 

of supervision and lower attendance to calls for service.  Per Section 31.4 of the Workers 

Compensation Act, “the employer must ensure the adequate instruction and direction of 

firefighters in the safe performance of their duties”, which the proposed recommendations 

ensure is satisfied.   

The current generation of paid on call volunteers are generally less invested overall in the 

department and its future. Most POC’s joining the department now have an end goal of obtaining 

a career position and see their POC position as a stepping stone to achieving this. This has a 

cascading effect whereby we lose our most qualified and ambitious members: those who 

traditionally take on enhanced roles such as instructor, drivers and officers. 

Hiring 24/7 career crews will keep the skills, experience and training in PMFRS. 

This continued turnover has necessitated an increase in the number of recruit classes each year, 

with potentially four proposed for 2023.  The associated number hours spent training is therefore 

excessive and unsustainable, resulting in stress and burnout of officers and members.   

There is growing concern for safety amongst POC members due to lack of mentors, supervision, 

sufficient experience and skills.   

Table 5 on the following page highlights the number of hires versus the number of resignations 

since the Fire Services Review was completed in September 2020. 
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Date 
 

Status POC Updates Career Updates 
September 10, 
2020 

1 POC resigns 2 resignations + 
8 new POCs 

  

September 22, 
2020 

8 recruits start 
October 28, 2020 1 POC resigns 
January 19, 2021 1 POC resigns 

12 resignations + 
20 new POCs  

+ 1 retirement 

February 10-12, 
2021 

2 POC’s resign 
March 13-15, 2021 2 POC’s resign 
May 4, 2021 9 recruits start 
July 9, 2021 1 POC re-joins the department May 2021: 4 career 

firefighters hired 
  

July 29, 2021 1 POC resigns 
August 9, 2021 New Deputy Chief hired 
October 8, 2021 2 POC's resign  

Commencing Late 
2021: 8 Career 

firefighters are no 
longer reflected in 

the POC model. 

December 4, 2021 9 recruits start 
December 21, 
2021 

3 POCs resign 
December 31, 
2021 

1 POC resigns / Deputy Chief 
retires April 3, 2022 Deputy Chief resigns 

April 5, 2022 5 POC's resign 
April 12, 2022 1 POC resigns 

11 resignations + 
10 new POCs 

May 7, 2022 2 POC's resign 
May 18, 2022 1 POC resigns 
May 30, 2022 New Deputy Chief hired 
June 9, 2022 8 recruits start 
October 4, 2022 1 POC resigns 

 October 16, 2022 2 POC's re-join the department 
Table 5 

 

Lack of Experience 

Summary of Issue: 

The team tree in Table 6 gives a snapshot into the PMFRS structure and years of service. The 

difference in years of service between Career and POC is substantial. 

Due to continued high turnover of POC’s, the average POC seniority and accompanying 

experience has decreased dramatically in recent years, as shown below in Table 7 and  Table 8 

on the following page. As a result, there have been calls where apparatus response has been 

insufficient due to the lack of qualified drivers.   

A move to 24/7 coverage would provide an immediate solution to this issue as a qualified driver 

and supervisor would be available at all times.   
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Table 6 - Seniority: Career vs. POC 
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Table 7 – POC Seniority and Qualifications    

CATEGORY: POC Count 

0 - 2 YEARS' SERVICE 20 

2 - 4 YEARS' SERVICE 7 

4 - 6 YEARS' SERVICE 2 

6 - 10 YEARS' SERVICE 2 

10 - 15 YEARS' SERVICE 0 

20+ YEARS' SERVICE 0 

(EXCLUDES CAREER STAFF + POC’S ON LOA) 
 

AVERAGE SENIORITY ALL POC'S (IN YEARS)                  
1.95 

Table 8 – Seniority breakdown by years of service 
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Lack of Turnout 

Summary of Issue: 

A lack of turnout to calls represents a liability risk with respect to meeting the stipulated NFPA 

guidelines which detail the recommended manpower response to structure fires. Table 9 below 

shows the average manpower per incident hour in 2021 and in 2022, highlighting the issue of 

reduced turnout to calls regardless of incident hour.  NFPA guidelines recommend a manpower 

response of at least 15 for single-family residential fires.  

Average Manpower by Incident Hour – 2021 and 2022 

Incident Hour 2021 2022 to date Notes 

0 10.19 8.38 

POC Response Only 

1 9.68 8.86 

2 10.44 8.82 

3 11.38 12.00 

4 11.29 10.43 

5 11.00 10.09 

6 5.39 5.12 

Primarily Career Member 
Response with POC 

response for selected call 
types 

7 7.60 5.17 

8 6.53 4.29 

9 4.74 5.77 

10 5.50 6.22 

11 6.37 5.07 

12 6.88 5.35 

13 7.43 5.57 

14 6.64 5.32 

15 6.41 6.68 

16 9.09 6.34 

17 9.38 8.13 

18 14.03 12.25 

POC Response Only 

19 13.48 12.76 

20 14.56 13.83 

21 14.74 12.81 

22 13.17 12.56 

23 10.36 7.55 

Table 9 

POC burnout could be contributing to lower manpower numbers. 24/7 career coverage would 

help significantly lower the number of call types requiring POC response which should see a 

higher number of POC responding when required. 
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Delays in ambulance response to calls necessitates responding crews waiting on scene, often for 

a significant length of time.  POC members often hesitate to respond to medical calls for this 

reason. 

Utilizing manpower data from January 1, 2021 through October 2022, it can be determined that 

the department is only meeting the prescribed NFPA guidelines, for a single family residential 

structure fire response, 32% of the time (Table 10). 

 

 

Table 10 

 

Most structure fires occur in the night time hours, when we have no career firefighter coverage. 

Having a fully staffed career engine will guaranteed a quick response when seconds count. 

Allowing the first arriving apparatus to get water on the fire in a shorter time than waiting for a 

POC response could make a significant difference in property loss and life safety.  

The time difference in response by a career apparatus and a POC apparatus is 5-7 minutes 

longer. 

If the response manpower remains the same by the POCs, as shown in Table 8, the addition of a 

career crew would allow PMFRS to meet the NFPA guidelines, for a single family residential 

structure fire, the majority of the time. This will provide a safer work environment for all of our 

members. 

Does not meet 
Standard

68%

Meets Standard
32%

Structure Fires - Single Family Residential
NFPA Guidelines

NFPA Guidelines
= 15
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Training Hours 

Summary of Issue: 

Training largely takes place after regular hours due to POC’s daytime job commitments. 

Therefore, the Training Chief must work an average of two to three nights and/or weekends in 

addition to their regular shift. Further, recent changes to the B.C. Structure Firefighter Minimum 

Training Standards (or simply the “Training Standards”) stipulated by the BC Office of the Fire 

Commissioner will mean that it will take even longer to train recruits before they can begin 

responding to calls.  The ‘Training Standards’ was formerly named the “Playbook”. The Playbook, 

established in 2015, is no longer in effect. 

Due to the increased number of recruit classes as discussed above, the number of training hours 

has increased substantially in the past two years.  While career firefighters could assume some 

of the training duties in the evenings with a move to 24/7 coverage, the unpredictable nature of 

the fire service would preclude them from assuming full responsibility for conducting recruit 

training sessions as they would be required to leave at any time if a call were to come in.   With 

the increased POC recruit numbers, the need is very high to obtain and retain skilled instructors 

in multiple disciplines.  A designated training officer would be solely in charge of all recruit 

training, driver training, FR training and lesson plan development. 

We hired a time durated Training Officer in March 2022 and it has had a very positive effects on 

recruit training. Besides 18 recruits being trained, more driving sessions have been occuring, 

training records have been streamlined and JPR skill set sheets have been created. Time duration 

is set to expire January 2023. 

This has taken significant workload and stress off of the Chief Officers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/emergency-preparedness-response-recovery/embc/fire-safety/training/minimum_training_standards_structural_ff_manual.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/emergency-preparedness-response-recovery/embc/fire-safety/training/minimum_training_standards_structural_ff_manual.pdf
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Career Firefighters 

PMFRS has eight (8) career firefighters providing daytime coverage 6am – 6pm, 7 days a week. 

They work a 4 days on - 4 days off work schedule with three (3) members on shift at one time. 

There are many benefits to having career firefighters including: 

 Significantly faster response times 

 Higher level of training 

 Years of experience 

 Disciplines: Forestry, Aircraft, Child Safety Seats, Rail, Swift Water, Large Animal Rescue 

and more 

 Drive and maintain all apparatus 

 Supervisor / Officers 

 Leaders 

 Instructors 

 Public Educators 

 Company Inspections 

 CISM peer team 

 

All of our career members 

have deep roots in our 

community and participate in 

many city events and 

fundraisers. They live here 

with their families and are 

truly invested in Pitt 

Meadows. 
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